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Task Force StrategyTask Force Strategy

• To bring together subject matter expertsTo bring together subject matter experts 
representing:

Industry: Small and Large Companies– Industry: Small and Large Companies
– Consultants: Experts in their field 

Regulatory Agencies– Regulatory Agencies
• Get input and comments from US, EU and 

JJapan
• Get input and comments from academic 

facilities involved in GMP activities
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Overview
• The Technical report’s goal is to propose a  

basic science-based and compliantbasic, science-based and compliant 
approach towards the development of 
Protein Bulk Drug Substance (API)g ( )

• Its scope covers the development path from 
R&D, through preclinical studies, through PD 
and scale up to commercialization

• It describes the minimum activities and 
systems considered appropriate that should 
support effective GxP (GRP, GLP, GMP, etc.)
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Scope
• The scope of this technical report covers phase-

appropriate Current Good Manufacturing Practices 
(CGMP) during therapeutic bulk protein drug substance(CGMP) during therapeutic bulk protein drug substance 
manufacturing from the R&D stage through completion 
of phase 3 clinical trials

• The scope also includes implementation of a 
pharmaceutical quality system that ensures the safety 
and quality of products intended for use in clinical trialsand quality of products intended for use in clinical trials. 

• This report will focus on current best practices and the 
appropriate regulatory framework.  

• Chemistry and Manufacturing Controls (CMC) 
submission/dossier requirements for therapeutic proteins 
at the pre-marketing phase are not within the scope ofat the pre-marketing phase are not within the scope of 
this document 
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Purpose
• To define CGMP principles important for manufacturing pre-

marketing therapeutic bulk protein, providing examples of 
approaches towards CGMP compliance during clinical studiesapproaches towards CGMP compliance during clinical studies

• The examples provide an overview of the expectations across 
regulatory authorities as products proceed from R&D to completion 
of phase 3 clinical trialsof phase 3 clinical trials

• The report illustrates a phase-appropriate approach to the 
implementation of CGMP, enabling supply of safe clinical materials 
while maintaining manufacturing flexibility at non-commercial scaleswhile maintaining manufacturing flexibility at non commercial scales 
& during scale up & process transfer 

• The report also describes a basic framework for clinical trial 
manufacturing for sites where commercial manufacturing is not the a u actu g o s tes e e co e c a a u actu g s ot t e
organizational goal (e.g. university clinical investigators, start-up 
biotech firms).  

• This report is not intended to serve as a regulatory guidance.p g y g
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The Bulk Drug Substance Development Life Cycle

Process Development                                         Completed Technical Transfer  

Safety &
Efficacy

Post-
Marketing

Testing

Efficacy
Testing

MC & GMP Activ
itie

s

Appropria
te Approach to

 CMC

Safety
Testing

Safety &
Dosing
Testing

Phase - Ap

R&D Phase I Phase II Phase III CommercialPre-Clinical

Animal / Cell
Testing

One or 
more Lots

Several Lots Multiple Lots Market
Supplies

Product

Phases of Development

R&D Phase I Phase II Phase III CommercialPre Clinical
(Tox assessment) Discontinuation

*Size of study is often dependant
 on disease state, e.g. oncology vs. endocrine
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Quality and Compliance expectations increase 
along the Drug Development timelinealong the Drug Development timeline

• R&D / Phase I / Phase II / Phase III / Pre - Commercialization
Q lit / GMP t ti f Bi t h B lk D S b t• Quality / GMP expectations for Biotech Bulk Drug Substance 
applied by Phase of development 

• Good Research and Documentation Practices 
• GLPs Pre-Clinical (Tox assessment)
• Early Phase cGMP expectations
• Bioburden and endotoxin control 
• Calibrated equipment / Qualified equipment 
• Qualified Methods / Validated Methods 
• Process validation• Process validation 
• Pre-Commercialization cGMP expectations 
• Process Understanding increasing - QbD
• Risk-Based/Science-Based Approach to compliance decisions 

ICH Q8/Q9/Q10 11



A Risk-based approach:
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Product Quality and the relationship between 
GMP d CMC i t / t tiGMPs and CMC requirements/expectations

• The regulatory strategy used to ensure g y gy
biopharmaceutical product quality involves both CMC 
and CGMP oversight.  
CMC i t t th it i d t l f• CMC requirements set the criteria and controls for 
manufacturing and testing, as described in the 
submission or dossier. 

• CGMP requirements are derived from the regulations 
and guidelines pertaining to the implementation of 
practices and standards in a manufacturing facility thatpractices and standards in a manufacturing facility that 
allows for the consistent production of a quality product 
with the intended purity, safety and potency 
characteristics
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Example of table from the Technical Report
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Example of table from the Technical Report (2)
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Overlap Between GMPs and CMCp

• Because they are both critical pillars of product quality, y p p q y,
there are often areas of overlap between CMC 
considerations and GMPs. 
E l f f l i l d• Examples of areas of overlap include:
– process development
– Validation
– continuous process improvement.

• Resolution of the overlap can be achieved by viewing  
CMC d l t “ it i d t lCMC development as a “process, criteria and controls 
setting activity” and GMPs as an “implementation 
activity”y
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The Synergy of CGMP and CMC

Product Quality ICH Q8-10

CMC CGMP

Submission/dossier Facility/Manufacturing/TestingFocus:

Setting manufacturing 
and quality criteria and controls

Implementing manufacturing and testing 
practices designed to meet  manufacturing 
and quality standards

Industry 
Role:

ICH Q1-6 ICH Q7

Assessment and Verification of conformance to  

Guidance:

Agency 
approval of manufacturing 
and quality standards and 
controls 

CGMP and to regulatory 
submission/dossier 
standards through facility 
inspections; evaluation of quality system

g y
Role:

Note: For Biotechnological products, process validation summary data is included in the regulatory 
application. Validation data and conformance to the commitments and standards described in the 
Marketing Application are verified on site inspection. 17



Progress Status
• Comments incorporated from PDA membership 

and the Biotechnology Advisor Board in mid -gy
2010

• Draft version completed November 2010p
• Sent out for comment by EMA and CBER 

representatives
• Next Steps: 

– Comment by academic/”small” GMP manufacturers
– Review by PDA Japan
– Review and Approval by PDA Biotechnology Advisory 

BoardBoard.
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QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?
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